**Technical scope and high-level Architecture**

1. **Blue**
   - We do not compete in this space but all work together. Focus on Infrastructure, Data Platform and some Common Apps services.

2. **Green**
   - We do compete in this space: We all will be developing/ selecting our own applications.

3. **(Commercial) Business services** (examples)

   **Open Footprint™ main characteristics:**
   
   1. Data access using public APIs.
   2. (Near) Realtime focus.
   3. Large user numbers connecting using own apps → OpenID Connect based.
   4. Machine to machine focus.
   5. Micro Services based.
   6. Orchestration services focus.
   7. Third party apps via Marketplace.
   8. Open Source Driven (LSF)

- Can be deployed as **Private, Community /Shared or Public** (Default data sharing is NONE)
- Can be deployed using **ANY TECHNOLOGY** to suit use case as long as compliant with standards
- Can be deployed by **ANY VENDOR**